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Summary
Predicting the future is always a quest of mankind and thus Supervised Learning (predictive modeling, machine learning) is one of the most rapidly used techniques of Data Mining. Finding out patterns and measuring the accuracies of the foretell are very hot research areas these days. In this research paper, we have introduced a new method to generate a final optimal and accurate classifier from several interim classification trees for various samples of same dataset. This method saves plenty of time of passing test data from several trees because instead we will have an ultimate classifier from the merger of the interim trees, with the help of information gain theory. In this paper, the method is applied on the Drug Data used in SPSS Clementine demonstration. Above all, the proposed method is quite simple and easy to understand as well as easy to implement in practical environment.
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1. Introduction
Discovering interesting patterns and establishing forecast based upon them has always been of common interest. Animal migration patterns are primary focus of hunters, farmers want more crops, so they find interesting factors in growth, and politicians are interested in patterns in voter opinion. Data mining/KDD expert make sense of data, ascertains the patterns that rule and summarizes them in suppositions that can be used for forecasting what will happen in new state of affairs. In data mining the whole processing till patterns finding is done with help of computers [13]. Such as a manufacturer is always curious about does he really knows his customers?, Who are his most profitable customers?, How can he attract more like them?, What do his customers really think about his products and services?, Who negatively affect his bottom line?, Who is leaving him for his competitor? Etc. and know what his customers are going to do, before they actually do. Such queries and desire to look deeper in data to increase profit etc. has been possible through predictive modeling. Knowingly and unknowingly people have been doing this for centuries but a formal field of knowledge discovery is the gift of the modern science. Associations and relationships have always been the in focus but supervised learning which has its roots in machine learning has not only helped in finding out patterns but also such predictions have helped a lot in crime analysis, medical diagnostic systems, risk of loan, stock market and several more because it automatically finds out relations among data features available and draws attention to interesting structures and relations [17].

Our focus at the moment is on Predictive modeling or supervised learning but let us first have a look on the scheme of this paper. Section 2 focuses on the predictive modeling, its meaning and various methods, algorithms and approaches used for supervised learning. In section 3 we propose a new most advantageous way to learn from the data set. This section will discuss about how some trees (which are created using the samples of the main data set) using Information gain ratio is amalgamated to put up one absolute predictive model. In recent years information gain is also being used for mutual information measure for info gain or info loss in two sets which are disjoint [21]. We suspend the details till section 3 and let us see what it is all on the subject of supervised learning.

2. RELATED WORK
There are many techniques of doing data mining [12] and here we are going to discuss them briefly, so first comes supervised learning when we have the perfect knowledge of the probable outcomes of the given problem. Next is clustering also named segmentation, in which most close or similar items or data is grouped in subsets. Through clustering we identify different groups which have no similarities but the items in each group are closely alike. After clustering, classification is made based upon resulting groups. K-means and Kohonen feature maps are popular clustering algorithms [26]. Another technique is Dependency Modeling, which calculates the probability density of the processes and for this purpose density estimation methods are used. There is one more approach
for identifying interesting structures and it is Data Summarization and it finds out similarity between a few attributes in a subset of data, for this purpose vertical or horizontal slices are made and explored. Change and deviation detection method take care of sequence information of data, most of the time it is not explicitly done by other methods. On the whole all the techniques to do data mining are usually divided into supervised and unsupervised learning.

In this section we will see how predictive modeling is defined by various experts and how it is being done in different situations.

2.1 Supervised Learning

Supervised learning is also termed as predictive modeling and it is based upon machine learning theory. Machine learning technique addresses realistic problems effectively such as when there is no mathematical model of the problem or it is very costly to formulate one [17]. Supervised learning has its input and outputs and its objective is to predict the value of some particular attribute or feature (column value) of given data using other attributes under observation.

In such erudition we have the complete knowledge of the possible outcomes; e.g. the famous benchmark “The Weather Problem” (shown in figure 1) has two possible values of an observation i-e ‘play’ or ‘do not play’. These are formally called class values and there can be three, four or even more choices of class attribute whereas Class attribute is the feature that we want to predict for a specific observation values. These values of class attributes act like instructor and there are high chances to maintain a standard and to highlight any suspicious observation [16].

There can be two output spaces in predictive modeling; one is regression modeling and other is classification modeling. Regression modeling is used where the output is numeric or continuous whereas classification modeling is used where prediction will consists of discrete values [12]. Once we have the data set containing observations with their class attributes then we apply some algorithm and structure a decision tree or set of rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outlook</th>
<th>Temp</th>
<th>Humidity</th>
<th>Windy</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>Don’t play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>Don’t play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunny</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>Don’t play</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A classifier tree can look like as shown in figure 2 indicating the rules for class attribute values of famous contact lens data [13]. Predictive modeling can be embodied in form of classification/ regression rules but usually classification rules are presented via decision tree which help in doing analysis for prospective supposition channels in the data that needs to be trimmed down [10]. There are several ways to perform regression and classification but one constraint that is usually associated with predictive modeling; supervised learning that is classification cannot be done without labeled data but now researches are also trying to use unlabeled data with labeled data to find out interesting classes, reason being we can get plenty of raw data to ponder upon but it needs more work to properly label it to hunt classes, as it is executed for text classification in [2] by taking positive and unlabeled data.

Industrial researchers are utilizing predictive modeling with the help of neural network (using regression methods) for Efficient Architectural Design Space Exploration, causing minimum error rate (1 to 2 %) predictions [3]. As conversed in [11], researchers have used supervised learning to improve the course of actions for collecting owing accounts receivables. Predictive modeling (classification) is used to predict the magnitude of holdup incase an invoice is unpaid. And the procedure of prediction proves that it highly increase the success factor. Supervised learning model of invoice consequence is predicted as follows; data is taken from previous invoices to form a predictive model to forecast that when a new invoice will be paid, in case no actions are taken. For
this purpose five classes are created: on time, 1-30 days late, 31-60 days late, 61-90 days late, and more than 90 days late (or 90+ days late). These five values are usually in all businesses related to payments etc [11]. Additionally, multi-level classification is another form of predictive modeling and parameter fitting optimization in multi-level classification is refined in [9], you can refer to this for further details.

2.2 Techniques for Supervised Learning

Let us have a rapid view of various ways of doing classification (when we have the class attribute and its values). On the way to have a finest classifier, researchers have been formulating various techniques. There are algorithms that select among several attributes of a data set to find the best attribute to split at different levels of trees, for example C4.5 by Quinlan [8] and CART by Breiman, univariate and multivariate respectively. C4.5 finds out the suitable attribute to split by calculating information gain from entropy theory and CART [14,15] uses Gini index to find the best to split. According to [4] there are several methods for supervised learning and among them comparison of ten is done, including SVMs, neural nets, logistic regression, naïve bayes, memory-based learning, random forests, decision trees, bagged trees, boosted trees, and boosted stumps. These ten supervised learning methods are compared through various performance measures and a large evaluation is done. The results were very interesting; bagged trees, neural nets and random forests gave surprisingly good performance [4]. Let us discuss few of these methods, for example; Bagging is a method in which samples are taken from large data set and each sample has its own tree then test data is passed through all trees and majority result is accepted. Windowing is another method by Quinlan. Data is divided into test and training sets, training set is further divided in two subsets, classifier is generated from one and tested upon the other, all the misclassified records are made part of training set and same process is repeated, when maximum mis-classification is removed then model is applied to actual test data. Boosting (by Freund and Schapire in 1996 [27-29]) approach which gives high weights to misclassified records and generate and regenerate the predictive model and ultimately high accuracy is achieved [7].

Another classification technique is Random Forests (by Breiman (2001)), where several random trees are formed and there average is calculated from random classifiers. Randomness is applied to choose splitting variable and in deeper details a bit similar to boosting [18]. Random trees have established its strength in regression and classification for high dimensional data and provide with complete conditional spread of response values [18]. AdaBoost has many versions and extensively well-known algorithm [29]. AdaBoost and Random Forests are used by [5] for selecting variables and ranking them according to importance for Insolvency Risk and the model is based on empirical logistic regression. They have proven that predictive modeling has been fruitful for their goal. Some statisticians did their analysis and pointed out that step by step optimization in AdaBoost is similar to likelihood in logistic regression learning, Mease and Wyner in [22] highlighted some statistical weak spots in AdaBoost but Yoav Freund and Robert E. Schapire cleared them in [20] and said that AdaBoost has the ability of early stopping and it makes it more generalize for the given dataset. Bagging, Boosting and subspace methods are combined to get a good classification of data and ultimately decreasing biasness and dispersion of classifiers [19]. Some predictive learning methods come under supervised descriptive rule discovery including contrast set mining, emerging pattern mining and group discovery, a study upon this is performed in [6], discussing the importance of such classification framework in patient risk group detection in medicine, customer relation management and bioinformatics. Above is a mere discussion about the predictive modeling techniques, there are many more for classification learning. In next section we are going to discuss a little about the representation of the behavior of supervised learning.

2.3 Output of Supervised Learning

Human understandable visualization of all derived from supervised Learning is one of the very important steps. The patterns and behavior found through predictive learning are represented in various ways. Very common representations are decision tables, decision trees and decision rules/list. Decision tables are simple tables showing the rules for all class attribute values. Decision trees are a graphical representation of the rules deduced from the supervised modeling. Decision lists also state the rules of the given data set in form of text and are called classification rules [13]. The popular way to represent the resulting behavior of observations is through decision trees [10], which are commonly called supervised classifiers. Figure 3 shows various ways to represent the upshots of predictive modeling [13]. At advanced levels two and three dimensional maps are used to display the analysis. If the dataset has very high dimensionality then the classifiers can be represented in form of dimensional models. The figure 3 shows examples of various representations such as (a) classification tree, (b) decision table and (c) classification rules.
3. OPTIMAL CLASSIFIER FROM MANY TREES

A good classifier depends upon mainly two factors one the chosen algorithm and second the training data set. So in this sense bagging is a right choice because it hits various samples to build classifiers and the concept is derived from “bootstrap aggregating”[1]. Bagging has shown impressive results for unstable classification models as well as stable classification models [23]. In this section we propose an optimal approach for merging several trees made from the different samples of same data set. First we will illustrate the logic of the proposition followed by a demonstration explaining each and every step. We have proposed a way to merge the various trees built after applying Bagging technique; all of such classifiers are steady with training observations but different [29]. It is sort of a hectic activity to pass each and every record from all the trees, so it is always optimal to have a final one classification model. Keeping in view this objective, we have formulated a procedure through which we can ultimately have a final decision tree or set of rules.

3.1 Attribute Mapping

The primary thing to do is to have all the trees generated by bagging method; additionally we will need the information about the attributes being used by ‘n’ number trees at all levels of tree i-e from root to leaf nodes. Such information can be gathered in a matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Attribute Mapping Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tree 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attr at Root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attr Left L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attr Right L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attr Left Lk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attr Right Lk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table simply describes the trees from 1 to n on the column side and distribution of all the attributes used for branching from top to bottom (level-lafter root and level-k, the last branching nodes) on the row side. Each tree is basically formed from an independent sample of the complete dataset. So attributes in all samples are same but the way they are used to do classification is somehow different in all the trees with respect to their samples.

Table 1 shows the mapping of attributes with their trees. In the above table we have basically accumulated all the information related to n trees as called ‘interim trees’ in our discussion. We need all this information because we need to merge n trees to get the final classifier for the test and future unseen data.

3.2 Building Final Model

This stage is focused to actually construct the ultimate tree. We have taken help of information theory in our model. Attribute selection using information gain has been proved to be very effective in all fields and in medicine problems as well [24]. Figure 4 shows all the steps being performed in building single classifier. The formulas that we will use in section 3.3 are according to C4.5 for Information gain calculations and are shown below. The foundation of the outline of C4.5 is based upon HUNT’s CLS algorithm to raise a decision tree [25].

\[
\text{Entropy (t)} = - \sum \sum p(j|t) \log_2 p(j|t)
\]

Decrease in Entropy is called information gain.

\[
\text{Gain}_{split} = \text{Entropy}(p) - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} n_i/n \text{ Entropy (i)}
\]

The algorithm takes the information from the Attribute Mapping Table figure 1 as the foundation step and builds the tree from root to leaf nodes. This average is matched with the attribute’s information gain and the closest one is chosen to be the branching node at the specific level. This process is repeatedly performed unless all the branching node and attributes are passed and utilized. There are few checks that algorithm will perform during this process, for example if two or three trees among n trees have same attribute at the specific level then the distinct will be taken to calculate the average. And if some attribute has already been selected at some above node in final model then it
will not be used while calculating information gain for new splitting node.

Performing all this procedure in the end will provide us with a final tree or 'ultimate classifier' model for the training data sets of the n trees. The sub-steps of this whole process are described in form of an algorithm in figure 5.

Every learning algorithm has assumptions as said by 'Rob Schapire' in a tutorial on Boosting at Princeton University, so assumptions corresponding to these steps are mentioned in figure 6. The algorithm is stated at a very high abstraction level. So programming and implementation details are hidden, intention is to keep it simple and easy to understand. The algorithm described in figure 5 is explained in section 3.3. Let us have a detailed explanation in section 3.3 with the help of the example having some observations for class attribute upon which we will build our interim trees and then final classifier.

Every learning algorithm has assumptions as said by 'Rob Schapire' in a tutorial on Boosting at Princeton University, so assumptions corresponding to these steps are mentioned in figure 6. The algorithm is stated at a very high abstraction level. So programming and implementation details are hidden, intention is to keep it simple and easy to understand. The algorithm described in figure 5 is explained in section 3.3. Let us have a detailed explanation in section 3.3 with the help of the example having some observations for class attribute upon which we will build our interim trees and then final classifier.

3.3 Example

In this section we are going to take a real example to explain the whole proposition. For simplicity we have taken three different trees with five attributes. It is the same Drug data set used in the SPSS Clementine Demonstration. There are total 200 records that we have taken and two samples are drawn from these observations. Attributes are age, blood pressure, cholesterol, Sodium NA, potassium K and class attribute Drug. Class attribute can be drug A, B, C, X or Y. Two classifiers are already there after applying simple bagging technique. The first step is to make the Attribute Mapping Table similar to the one in table 1. Table 2 shows how the data features are taken by different trees on different levels of the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2 ATTRIBUTE MAPPING TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tree 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attr Left L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attr Right L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attr Left L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now the second step is to start creating a new/final tree. According to the algorithm shown in figure 5 we will start from root level. According to interim trees we have two attributes from which we have to select one attribute to be at the root node. We will calculate the info gain ratio of Age and K in their respective samples (as shown below).
(a) Info gain ration “K” in Tree2 = 0.530019419
(b) Info gain ration “Age” in Tree1 = 0.488954144

Now take the average of (a) and (b) = 0.5094867815 so attribute ‘K’ will be selected as the root node of final tree ‘F’. Now move towards the next level. We are left with Age, Na, BP and Cholesterol. At left level-1

(c) Info gain ratio of Na in Tree 2 = 0.048891514
(d) Info gain ration of Na in Tree 1 = 0.564901758

As the attribute is same so we will not calculate any average and will just accept “Na” as the left level1 branching node of tree ‘F’. After this we have Age, BP and Cholesterol. If we see at the right level1 we have ‘K’ and ‘Age’, ‘K’ is already taken as the root node so at this level we have no choice other than selecting ‘Age’. So ‘Age’ will go towards right level 1 as branching node. For left level 2, we now have Cholesterol and BP. Their respective info gain is as follows:

(e) Info gain ratio of cholesterol in Tree 1 = 0.28989237
(f) Info gain ratio of BP in Tree 2 = 0.38249133

Now take the average of (e) and (f) = 0.33619185 so the choice is ‘BP’. BP will be the splitting node at level 2. As cholesterol is left so it will be the last level branching node of the final tree ‘F’. The order of attributes in the final classifier is ‘K’, ‘Na’, ‘Age’, ‘BP’ and ‘Cholesterol’. Info gain ratios are calculated according to C4.5 as follows:

1. Info gain of whole data set is calculated (separate for each sample)
2. Then each attribute’s info gain is calculated in its respective sample.
3. And finally the gain ratio is calculated for each attribute with respect to its data set sample.

\[ \text{Gain Ratio}(A) = \frac{\text{Gain}(A)}{\text{SplitInfo}(A)} \]

The formulas that are used to calculate the information gain ratio are stated in figure 7. We have seen that applying a simple yet an efficient algorithm we have reached a single tree and can easily check the results and accuracy of test data using this one classifier instead of numerous.

4. CONCLUSION

The eventual goal of learning is to have a final classifier model for the problem in focus. A single classification model is much more valuable both in terms of time and processing cost. If we have multiple models for one dataset, we will have to pass our test data from all these models and aggregate the independent results but a single classifier saves a lot of time and makes it easy to achieve the ultimate target.

Focusing the mentioned reason we have proposed a method to form one classifier from multiple classification trees from the same data set in order to decrease the complexity of passing through data from various classification trees to get the final result. Consequently, it will not only be efficient but it may produce more accurate and consistent results. It will be far easier to locate the misclassifications and cost sensitive errors. At the same time it is quick to add modifications to the classifier for modified classification rules. In nutshell our approach gives a boost to typical bagging method and makes it more promising and effective as well as efficient.
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